Abstract

Automating the product checkout process at conventional retail stores is a task poised to have large impacts on society generally speaking. Towards this end, reliable deep learning models that enable automated product counting for fast customer checkout can make this goal a reality. In this work, we propose a novel, region-based deep learning approach to automate product counting using a customized YOLOv5 object detection pipeline and the DeepSORT algorithm. Our results on challenging, real-world test videos demonstrate that our method can generalize its predictions to a sufficient level of accuracy and with a fast enough runtime to warrant deployment to real-world commercial settings. Our proposed method won 4th place in the 2022 AI City Challenge, Track 4, with an F1 score of 0.4400 on experimental validation data.

1. Introduction

Retail checkout is a process that influences much of our everyday lives, whether or not we consciously give this process much thought. Traditionally, the checkout procedure in commercial settings such as grocery stores has been performed for customers in-person by store associates. Today, there is a rising level of interest in seeing these kinds of tasks automated and relinquishing these procedures from associates who would traditionally carry them out, to enable such associates to invest their time and skillsets into more specialized roles. Deep learning, an ever-expanding subfield of machine learning, aims to learn arbitrary functions using parameterized systems often referred to as neural networks, for increasingly complex tasks such as computer vision and natural language processing. In this work, we thoroughly explore the use of deep learning in a commercial retail setting by proposing a scalable computer vision method that enables automated product counting and, subsequently, automatic product checkout en masse.

In this study, we developed a framework specifically for automatic retail checkout, to tackle the 2022 AI City Challenge Track 4 [14]. The proposed methodology relies on first building a robust object detection model using YOLOv5. Next, our pipeline identifies a region of interest (ROI) in every video by initially estimating the background of the video (i.e., computing the median of frames randomly sampled from a uniform distribution over the entire duration of the video), followed by ROI identification using adaptive thresholding. A selected ROI is then passed through a custom-trained YOLOv5 model for detection. The detections made within the ROI are further tracked using the DeepSORT algorithm. Finally, the time an object is first detected within the ROI is computed by finding the ratio of the frame number to the video frequency rate, thereby giving us precise time measurements of an object’s first sighting within the ROI.

Our experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method can generalize its predictions to account for many of the visual complexities and situational ambiguities that often occur in a retail checkout space. Furthermore, they demonstrate that the runtime of our proposed method is acceptable for a retail context, maintaining high throughput when analyzing input video sequences.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of the relevant literature. The data used for this study is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the methodology introduced by our study. Section 5 presents a discussion of the results from our model’s de-
development. Finally, Section 6 presents a summary of our research, the conclusions drawn from our results, and our recommendations for future research.

2. Related Work

An increasing number of researchers have begun investigating the use of machine learning systems in retail environments [5, 29]. For example, [19] describe specific technical outcomes needed for retail spaces to fully adopt automated retail practices such as fully self-service product checkout. [7] details the challenges associated with fully implementing a self-service checkout system in retail spaces. [15] outlines the societal impacts that machine learning can have on how consumers shop for products in retail spaces.

From the perspective of classical computer vision methodologies in retail spaces, [16] present a method that employs motion segmentation, template matching, and line detection to ensure that customers’ shopping carts are demonstrably empty during cart compliance checks. To assist visually-impaired shoppers in locating stocked items of interest, [26] train a Naive-Bayes classifier [23] on image features extracted using the SURF algorithm [1].

The supermarket checkout procedure, as many of us are already aware, is time-consuming, often requires human supervision, and typically involves lengthy waiting lines. To address this, [3] proposed an automatic retail checkout (ARC) system using a computer vision-based system that scans objects placed beneath a webcam for object identification. This method aims to make the process of checkout at retail stores faster, more convenient, and less dependent on supervisory intervention. The promise of ARC is that it would be fully autonomous, helping retail stores reduce their reliance on human operators for repetitive tasks such as product checkout.

To date, relatively few works have directly addressed the task of automated product checkout from the perspective of contemporary computer vision systems driven by deep learning. [8] introduces a hypothetical object detection pipeline for retail checkout, based on the popular YOLOv4 algorithm [2]. Subsequently, [22] in a detailed survey investigated and tested several computer vision algorithms such as Mask R-CNN [6] and YOLOv3 [21] in a simulated retail self-checkout environment. These studies highlighted the concerns for balancing model accuracy in product counting as well as the runtime efficiency of the overall algorithm.

From the technical perspective of computer vision in retail contexts, object detection and object tracking are some of the most important computer vision applications, as they involve detecting and classifying objects that are present in a particular image or video. [11]. Notably, object classifiers have been re-purposed to perform detections in previous work [18]. [20] introduced a new approach by framing object detection as a regression problem targeting the spatial generation of bounding boxes and their associated class probabilities. The YOLO algorithm [20] they proposed is trained using a loss function that directly relates to detection performance, while a complete object classification model is learned concurrently.

Similarly, object trackers have recently seen a rise in adoption in large part due to advances in neural networks designed for object tracking [4], [10] survey the rise in popularity of using deep convolutional and attentional neural networks for automatic object tracking. Concretely, [24] propose Deep Affinity Networks for multi-object tracking and demonstrate the advantages of using deep neural networks for general object tracking. Multi-object tracking poses several obstacles, including similarity and high density of detected items, as well as occlusions and perspective shifts while the object moves. [12] attempted to address these challenges by initializing IDs for each object and considering an object as tracked if it has been detected in previous frames and passing this tracking information to the remainder of the tracking framework.

Particularly interesting to note, [30] showcase using the YOLOv5 algorithm with Transformer [25] heads for robust object detection. As we will describe further in subsequent sections, the original YOLOv5 object detection algorithm is a suitable deep learning method for computer vision in real-world settings, achieving competitive performance at a fraction of the runtime requirements of comparable computer vision systems while maintaining easy integration with deep object tracking algorithms such as DeepSORT [27]. As DeepSORT builds upon the popular SORT object detection algorithm using learned convolution appearance descriptors, integrating YOLOv5 and DeepSORT into an end-to-end object detection and tracking pipeline holds distinct advantages in terms of information flow, an insight that we exploit thoroughly in this work.

3. Data

3.1. Data Overview

The data consists of a large set of 116,500 synthetic and real images, with their respective masks belonging to 116 classes. The classes are traditional retail objects that can be found at a retail store, as seen in Figure 1a. We focus on detecting 116 different foreground object instances with a wide range of colors, textures (e.g., homogeneous colors vs. heavy textures), 3D shapes, and material attributes (e.g., reflective vs. non-reflective). A sample of the various images per class is presented in Figures 1a and 1b.

3.2. Data Processing

In order to build a robust object detection model, one of the major steps taken in this study was performing certain key data pre-processing steps. Figure 2 presents an
overview of the pre-processing steps taken in this study. We performed two major data pre-processing steps to achieve great results with our object detection model. First, we carried out augmentation techniques to increase the diversity of our training data. Second, we extracted bounding boxes from the segmentation mask provided for each object in our training dataset. Figure 3 presents a visual sample of our data pre-processing strategy, one that incorporates the following four data augmentation techniques:

- Mosaic data enhancement combines multiple images or objects into a single large image.
- CutMix clips out a portion of the image and then flips the cropped region with another image.
- Blur reduces the sharpness of an image by smoothing the color transition between pixels.
- Lastly, geometric distortion introduces random scaling, cropping, flipping, and rotating.

Figure 3. Augmentations performed on our training images: mosaic (left) for combining images, blur (middle) to reduce sharpness of an image, CutMix (right) to flip cropped region of an image with another image.

4. Methodology

The challenge is formulated as an object recognition and tracking problem. Our approach is centered around three main ideas: identification of an ROI, fast object detection, and deep object tracking. An overview of our multi-class product counting and recognition pipeline is presented in Figure 4. The first step in our pipeline is to identify an ROI through an adaptive thresholding technique. Next, we perform object detection in the ROI using a custom-trained YOLOv5, which is then followed by deep object tracking with DeepSORT.

4.1. Identification of an ROI

A problem-specific observation to be made for automated retail checkout is that the area of focus for an object detector designed for this task is, by definition, in a narrow range. As shown in Figure 4, we leverage this insight within our detection and tracking pipeline. The background for each test video is estimated by randomly sampling frames within the video’s length and computing the median of 10% of all frames. Random sampling and the use of this median on a subset of the background images eliminates the effect of short-term video resolution changes such as zoom, pixelation, and moving objects. We then used an adaptive image thresholding technique to generate masks from the background image to identify a consistent ROI throughout all testing videos. We employed Equation (1) for background image thresholding.

\[
\frac{(\mu - K_1(\sigma))}{K_2} \leq T \leq \frac{(\mu + K_1(\sigma))}{(K_1 + K_2)}
\]  

Here, \(K_1\) and \(K_2\) are selected based on the pixel histogram distribution of our testing videos. Such a design decision allows our object detector to focus on correctly classifying
and detecting objects within the described ROI, which in our case aligns with the checkout tray present in our test dataset’s checkout videos for model evaluation.

4.2. Fast Object Detection

Our methodology for object detection, in this work, centers around the new YOLOv5 algorithm [9] for object classification and detection. The YOLO object recognition model was the first to combine bounding box estimates and object classification in an end-to-end differentiable network. Notably, Darknet is the setting in which YOLO was developed and is maintained. Relevant to our task, YOLOv5 is the first YOLO model built using the PyTorch framework [17] and, as such, is much faster and simpler to use than previous YOLO models. For real-time object detection, YOLOv5 uses a robust Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This algorithm divides the input image into regions and then calculates for each region bounding boxes and probabilities. These bounding boxes are then weighted based on the model’s estimated probabilities.

YOLOv5 pushes forward the state-of-the-art by incorporating ideas such as weighted residual connections, cross-stage partial connections, cross mini-batches, normalization, and self-adversarial training. To produce predictions, the method only needs one forward pass through the neural network, so it only looks once at the image. After applying non-maximal suppression [15], it outputs known objects along with their bounding boxes. Doing so ensures that the object detection algorithm only recognizes each object once. Such a model allows for accurate and swift object detection in real-time, with easy extensibility for task specificity.

4.3. Deep Object Tracking

Once we have obtained object detections from our trained YOLOv5 algorithm, we then employ a customized version of the DeepSORT algorithm [27] to track the detected objects within the identified ROI. Object tracking is performed to ensure that objects are counted accurately. The DeepSORT algorithm [28] incorporates appearance information about items in order to improve its frame-to-frame object associations. The object association procedure incorporates an extra appearance parameter based on pre-trained CNNs that enables the re-identification of objects during an extended period of occlusion during our detection process.

Finally, using outputs provided by DeepSORT, we divided the frame number of an object’s first appearance by the frequency rate (i.e., frames per second) of the respective video to obtain the time at which the object was first detected in the ROI.

5. Results and Discussion

Task 4 of the 2022 NVIDIA AI City Challenge presents a total of 116,500 synthetic images with their respective masks for training and 5 videos of real-world checkout scenarios for testing. Each testing video for this task is less than 60 seconds and has a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. The first phase of this task, shown in Figure 4 (Background), presents a frame from the testing video where the camera is mounted above the checkout counter. Models designed for this task should focus on the shopping tray, and items should be detected by their class once they are in front of the tray. A sample of the detections performed on the testing videos using our trained model is presented in Figure 5.

A submission to the online evaluation system for this challenge is one text file in the following format: Video ID, Class ID, Timestamp. Video ID is a video’s numeric identifier, starting with 1. It represents the position of the video in the list of all Track 4, Test Set A videos, sorted in alphanumeric order. Class ID is the object numeric identifier, starting with 1. Lastly, Timestamp is the time in the video when the object was first identified, in seconds. The timestamp is an integer and represents a time when the item is within the ROI (i.e., over the white tray). Each object should be identified only once when it passes through the ROI. An example submission of ours is shown in Table 1.

Evaluation is based on the F1 score (i.e., Equation 2) where a true positive (TP) identification is counted when
an object was correctly identified within the ROI (i.e., the object class was correctly determined) and the object was identified within the time that the object was in front of the white tray. A false positive (FP) is an identified object that is not a TP identification. Finally, a false negative (FN) identification is a ground-truth object that was not correctly identified.

![Figure 5. Samples of detected items. Zoomed-in pictures display class IDs and confidence levels.](image)

Table 1. Sample of submitted results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video ID</th>
<th>Class ID</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
F1 = \frac{TP}{TP + \frac{1}{2}(FP + FN)} \tag{2}
\]

We evaluated our model’s performance on the 2022 AI City Challenge’s Task 4 test dataset. As shown in Table 1, its F1 score on this dataset is 0.4400, demonstrating the effectiveness and robustness of our method in comparison to other participants in the challenge. The leaderboard for the top 10 teams is also shown in Table 1. As these results demonstrate, our model’s overall performance is ranked in 4th place for this task.

6. Conclusions

In this work, we explored automating product checkout at retail stores using a novel YOLOv5 and DeepSORT object tracking pipeline. Our proposed method is lightweight, fast, and robust when dealing with diverse images, object shapes, and noise. Our proposed system, having been validated on challenging real-world video data, is poised to have immediate positive impacts on society by enabling fully-autonomous product checkout. In the future, we expect to see advancements in the degree of accuracy allowed by such a system in real-world settings, along with larger training and validation datasets for model evaluation.

Table 2. Final Rankings for the 2022 AI City Challenge, Task 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team ID</th>
<th>Team Name</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>BUiP-MCPRL2</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>SKKU Automation Lab</td>
<td>0.4783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>The Nabeelians</td>
<td>0.4545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Mizzou</td>
<td>0.4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>RongRongXue</td>
<td>0.4314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Starwar</td>
<td>0.4231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>GRAPH@FIT</td>
<td>0.4167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>HCMIU-CVIP</td>
<td>0.4082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CyberCore-Track4</td>
<td>0.4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>UTE-AI</td>
<td>0.4000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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